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ABSTRACT
Educational assessment not only needs to examine the test items making up the test but also to evaluate the level of
learning of test takers. The purpose of this research was to examine the multiple choice items indices and to
determine the taxonomy of pediatric exams of a medical university. This cross sectional descriptive research
included 150 MCQ items making up the exams of pediatric group test for residents in Kashan University of Medical
Sciences and taxonomy level of the test was determined. Computer software was used to determine the psychometric
indices of MCQ test and expert opinion was used to determine the taxonomy of the test. The result of analysis
indicated that 42.7 percent of the question was measuring recall, 31.3 percent were at the comprehension level, and
26 percent were targeting application. Chi square test result indicated that there was a significant difference
between the proportion of the levels (P=0.03). In addition, a significant difference was also found between the
proportion of very difficult and easy test items ((P=0.024). Based on the result of this research, it seems like MCQ
tests used to exam the resident in the pediatric group need further evaluations and more careful examination.
Keywords: Taxonomy, item analysis, pediatric assistance
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
Academic assessment is an integral part of all educational institutions. Nearly all academic institutions employ
different forms of written or verbal exams to evaluate their students. A good assessment is necessary for different
purposes and has significant impact on students’ learning; whereas a poor or faulty assessment has many negative
consequences such as unfair grades, loss of motivation and students objections to name a few(1, 2). For this
reason, in situation when test such as MCQs are used, item analysis is performed and psychometric characteristic of
the test is determined (3-7). In these types of test descriptions, item discrimination, item difficulty, internal
consistency, and distracters to the response alternatives are examined. There is certain criterion to judge the
adequacy of the test items to be included within the collection of test items. The availability of computer software to
perform the item analysis facilitates the procedure. However, it seems like having good test items alone are not
sufficient to conclude that the test is measuring all aspects of learning objectives. In spite of the significance of
assessment in educational systems, there are inadequate sources of information to apply for designing a
comprehensive assessment. In a systematic literature review on evaluation of assessment conducted by Abdulghani
and associates ( 2014)(8 ), it was concluded that most of the assessments are confined to the evaluation of a single
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parameter such as reliability and validity of individual assessment instruments of MCQ rather than the overall
assessment system (9). A well designed multiple choice questions (MCQs) are the preferred choice and mostly used
test types since they are tenable to item analysis performed by computer software. There are numerous research
reports on writing well-designed question items that attempt to measure the concept of interest. Through applying
item analysis on the test items psychometric indices such as item difficulty, item discrimination, Cronbach alpha and
best alternatives to the item response are determined. Despite the fact that designing MCQs are quite difficult to
construct and fairly time -consuming ever by the best trained instructors (10), applying MCQs in educational
testing is a common practice. Considering the fact that this part of test evaluation is a prerequisite and necessary
step, more comprehensive evaluation of a test is needed to determine what aspect of learning is assessed by
constructing such test items. In cognitive domain of learning defined by Bloom (11), the main concern of assessment
may include assigning of taxonomy to a question item, a practice that is not very often examined by the test makers.
A well designed test is one that evaluates the cognitive levels in an education system (12-15).
Therefore, the aim of this study was to determine the taxonomy level of pediatrics exams and psychometric
characteristics of MCQ test used in Kashan University of Medical Science in year 2014.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this descriptive cross-sectional research 150 multiple choice test items used to evaluate the pediatric residents at
Kashan University of Medical Sciences in education year 2014 were item analyzed and the taxonomy of the test
items were determined at three levels of recall-recognition, comprehension and application level (16-17) through an
expert group of pediatric and educational psychology experts.
RESULTS
Item analysis was performed by computer software. Difficulty item (DI) was classified as very easy (DI = 0.85 to 1),
easy (Di = 0.71 to 0.84), desirable level (DI =0.3 - .7) and very difficult (DI=0 to 0.29). From 150 question items,
42.7 percent were in recall and recognition (level 1), 31.3 percent were at comprehension level, and 26 percent were
in application level. These results are presented in table 1. The result of chi-square test indicated that there were no
significant differences among the proportion of taxonomy level of the test items (p=0.30).
Table 1: Frequency distribution of taxonomy level pediatric medical assistant exam
Taxonomy level
Recall-recognition
comprehension
Application
Total

Frequency percent Cumulative Frequency
64
42.7
42.7
47
31.3
74
39
26
100
150
100
-

The result of item analysis of pediatric medical assistant exam indicated that 35.3 percent of the test items were
very easy (difficulty index between 0.85 to 1), 18 percent were easy (Di = 0.71 to 0.84) , 30 percent were relatively
at desirable level(di =0.3 to 0.7) and 13.3 percent were difficult(DI=016 to 0.29) and very difficult (DI=0 to 0.15). A
significant differences among the proportion of difficulty level of the test items was found (p=0.000). These results
are presented in table 2.
Table 2: Frequency distribution of question item difficulty levels
Frequency

Percent

Cumulative frequency

Very easy

Difficulty Index

53

35/3

35/3

Easy

27

18

53/3

Desirable

45

30

83/3

Hard

20

13/3

96/7

5

3/3

100

150

100.0

-

Very hard
Total

Further analysis was performed on the response alternatives to every question item. The result of analysis indicated
that 32.7 percent of the question items had a single alternative chosen by the testers, 38 percent had two alternatives
chosen , 22.7 had three alternatives chosen and only 6.7 percent of all on the alternatives were sufficiently
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distracting for the test takers and were chosen as the corrects alternative. There was a significant difference among
the response alternatives being chosen as the correct alternative (P=0.007).
Table 3: Frequency distribution of response alternatives
Response Alternatives Frequency Percent Cumulative frequency
1

49

32/7

32/7

2

57

38

70/7

3

34

22/7

93/3

4

10

6/7

100

Total

150

100

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Multiple choice question tests are the preferred choice of exams and are commonly used to assess students learning
in all level of education. Item analysis is a popular procedure to validate question items (3-5). This type of analysis
is necessary for determining the appropriateness of every question items. However, this is not sufficient to conclude
that a test is appropriate to assess students learning. A multiple choice question exam may include a large number of
valid and reliable test items, but the items may address only one level of learning. For instance, a 100 item test that
strictly targets recall and recognition not only lacks the property to assess higher level of learning but may also have
poor diagnostic value to discriminate among the learners. These items are usually related to facts and concepts at
first level and are easy to remember. Most students have the ability to memories them for testing purpose. In some
instances, these items may be necessary to use since they are at the core of the learning level, but are not useful when
higher level of learning is the target of testing. Therefore, level of learning a test measures is as important as the
validity of the test as well as its reliability. Bloom (11 ) was one of the first authors who purposed the level of
learning and introduced the taxonomy of educational domain. Ever since, taxonomy of educational domain has
been the interest of researchers in education and educational psychology. The purpose of this research was to
examine the item property of the multiple choice test as well as the level of learning purposed by Bloom (1956) in
Pediatric medical assistants exam studying in Kashan University of Medical Sciences. The result of analysis showed
that the question items included three levels of learning. From the total of 150 question items, 42.7 percent were in
recall and recognition (level 1), 31.3 percent were at comprehension (level 2), and 26 percent were in application
level (3). The result of chi-square test indicated that there were no significant differences among the proportion of
taxonomy level of the test items (p=0.20). The result of this research was not in agreement with the findings of
Abdolphani et al.(2015) (18) who reported that there was a significant differences among the learning levels of the
faculty members when designed a multiple choice tests. The number of higher cognitive level of Bloom’s taxonomy
was significantly higher after the faculty members took part in a training course to design multiple choice question
items. This finding reveals the significance of training of the faculty members to learn more about the level of
learning as has been indicated by Bloom. However, the author did not report that what proportion of the question
items were in higher cognitive level before the start of the research nor reports the proportions of different cognitive
levels before or after the training course. The findings of the present research is in agreement with the findings of
Blanco and associates (2015) and Légaré and associates (2015)(19-20)
The proportion of question items in the first level (recall and recognition) was considerably high but not statistically
different. This is an indication that the test as a whole entity addressed easy items and addressed less high level of
leaning.
Having test items that addresses low level of learning may encourage the learners to learn that level of learning(2122) and conversely conducting test to measure higher level of cognitive functioning leads to adopting deeper
method of training and learning (23 ).
In medical education higher levels of Bloom’s taxonomy is needed. Levels that require demonstration of deeper
cognitive processing such as critical thinking and evaluative judgments, but result of studies including the present
research finding have shown that learning objectives in many training programs and curricula focus overwhelmingly
on the lower levels of the taxonomy, knowledge and comprehension [19]. This is a serious problem for the medical
education as well as other health related education since the graduates in the programs are expected to learn beyond
solely memorized facts to be able to act for the prevention and treatment of their patients. In other hand, higher level
of cognitive domain is necessary in medical education. It is very likely that the instructors and professors who are
more or less specialists in different field of medicine need to participate in short term workshops or training courses
to learn about the domain of learning in order to become competent in designing appropriate question item that
addresses the assessment of higher cognitive level of learning. It needs to be noted that this study was limited to the
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resident students in pediatric field. More research with other students at the general level of medical education and
other departments will provide more comprehensive information about the quality of medical examinations in this
university.
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